‘Science Gateway primer’ Virtual Team
Meeting

Cisco WebEx Conference
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Monday 5 November 2012, 14:00 CEST / Call ended 15:13 CEST
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EGI.eu / Amsterdam, Netherlands
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Participants
Name and Surname
Robert Lovas
Nuno Ferreira
Dusan Vudragovic
Shayan Shanand
Elisa Cauhé Martín

Abbreviation
RL
NF
DV
SS
EC

Community/Organisation
NGI_HU NIL, MTA SZTAKI
EGI.eu, UCST
IPB
AMC, LSGC, SCI-BUS
University of Zaragoza

Agenda
1. Acceptance/amendment of minutes from previous meeting
https://wiki.egi.eu/wiki/VT_Science_Gateway_Primer/meetings
2. Review tasks
3. Discussion on new contributions/comments



Compiled version 0.1
Copyright and other issues

4. AppDB requirements
5. SG forum on the EGI site
6. Schedule of next meetings in October
7. Any other business
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Notes
Minutes from previous meeting
No changes required.

Review tasks (Primer, AppDB, Forum)
[RL] The meeting minutes available on the WIKI site, please check them and notify me in email if any
change is required.

[SS] What is the plan with Primer version 0.1?
[RL] The method is (1) edit off-line with track changes enabled, (2) give new version number for the file,
(3) send back to Tibor Gottdank, and (4) Tibor merges them into one document and circulate it on the
list.

[RL] There are copyright issues because of non EGI-Inspire project members; proper acknowledgement,
etc. are needed. NF will be asked to check this with the EGI-Inspire team.
[SS] Notice: publication is planned based on the AMC contributions. AMC’s work is financed from other
sources.
[NF] EGI-Inspire policy team will be contacted concerning the copyright issues.
[RL] Maybe MoU between EGI-Inspire and SCI-BUS covers the joint intellectual property.
[NF] The MoU is in the EGI document database.
[RL] NF, please check it with the policy team.

[RL] Please check and comment the AppDB requirements on the WIKI.

[RL] There is no post on the forum related to SGs. EC is going to be one of the moderators on behalf of
the SCI-BUS community. EC, please login first with the SSO account.
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[RL] More references needed. DV, can you provide this for your subchapter soon?
[DV] In what format? In-line, footnote, etc?
[RL] References in the doc can be problematic due to different versions of word processors on different
platforms (incompatibility issues).
[NF] There is an example in the doc version 0.1. Since the primer document will be on-line, i.e.
hyperlinks can be embedded.
[DV] In-line references are the easiest ones for now.
[RL] OK, decision will be made later.

[SS] What are the differences between the two monitoring sections in the Primer doc?
[RL][NF] In Chapter 3: there should be provided a broader view about functionalities, but Chapter 9 is
mostly about how to implement, i.e. how to use EGI services.
[SS] I agree.
[RL] Only half-page or 1-page long description is needed for Chapter 3 from DV about monitoring.
[DV] OK, next week. Maybe a part of the existing introduction can be moved to Chapter 3 with some rephrasing.

[RL] There are missing contributions from Roberto Barbera. Peter Kacsuk is planning to provide more
contributions. Shin-Yen was also contacted. No news from Ricardo Graciani.
[EC] What is about Chapter 4?
[RL] We are waiting for the 1st almost completely draft, and then the AppDB can be used for the list of
entries as well. We need a leader for this? EC?
[EC] Accepted.
[RL] Please check the already released publications e.g. from Peter Kacsuk for this chapter.
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Next meeting
To be decided in the following doodle poll with 19-21 November:
http://doodle.com/q2ct2dtw94pszi84
Please complete the poll by the end of business day on the 14th November 2012.
WebEx meeting details will be sent afterwards.

Any other business
[EC] What is the situation with the preparation for the next Community Forum (Manchester)?
Workshop and/or other event?
[RL] It is a good point, what is the deadline?
[EC] 30th November for workshops.
[NF] ‘Science gateways’ general workshop, and workflow related are to be planned. Gergely Sipos
should be contacted. EC, please write your ideas to the email list.
[RL] Extension is needed, e.g. 1 month. Draft is to ready by mid November. The final version will be
ready later but before the CF.
[NF] In the CFP there is VRE session enlisted, and there are already SGs mentioned.
[RL] We need ‘harmonized’ appearance there.
[NF] Please keep in mind; CF is for users (not for the SGs developers/technical experts).
[RL] OK, on the other hand SG experts are relatively close to the end-users (there is direct connection).
Let us discuss this later, once we will have more details.

[SS] Chapter 4: list of SGs might be dynamic. How can handle this?
[RL] Yes, it is important. Some SGs have smaller communities, SGs with different maturity levels. We
have to concentrate on the most sustainable ones.
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Post mortem
Nothing.
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